Money is representative of a value since Lydians. Thousands of years the value is represented in many forms and ways which in all can be classified as mediums where enough people agree upon to transact, store value and exchange goods and services.

In recent years the cryptocurrencies started to prove themselves as future value transfer mediums and this trend seems to quicken nowadays for a new revolution after invention of the Internet.

The Sikke (SKK), the very coin which aspire to lead the Turkey through this revolution to a possibly very bright future, announced a new and ambitious crypto exchange platform: Parifix

The origin of the name “Parifix” comes from Latin which has made huge contribution to many languages of contemporary times. The word “Parifix” born of the marriage of the word “parity” which means the reciprocal value and “Fix” which means to set or locate something.

Unlike many other carbon-copy crypto exchanges, Parifix is designed in a way that shares as much as 70% percent of its gross trading revenue with its customers through reference memberships and trade volume per customer.

In this system every customer who has a monthly trade volume higher than average volume per user is qualified to have a share from revenue of Parifix. The shares from revenue are calculated per volume of each customer, creating a great opportunity to trade with zero fees and even earn money.

The reference system in Parifix is also has a potential to become a great source of revenue for users as revenue distribution scheme envisage sharing up to 35% percent of gross trading revenue.

Besides having a revenue sharing system, Parifix is utilizing a base token (SKK) for all
fees, commissions and trade operations in the platform. The usage of SKK tokens for these processes will vastly benefit users, getting discounts as much as 50%.

Having firmly in mind to become a user friendly trading platform, Parifix strives to be as simple as possible with regards to interface while maintaining advanced charting capabilities with Tradingview charting solutions integration which every trader or investor feel at ease with overly sufficient capabilities.

However, there are more to come to Parifix platform as there are ongoing arbitrage project which will be embedded to platform and also advanced level order types such as “one cancel other” or “trailing stop”.

Parifix has begun a long journey. Feel free to check out the links below for more info.

Web: www.parifix.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/parifix
Telegram: https://t.me/parifix_exchange